
The · · Doctrine of the ((Voi d )) 

an d · the Loaic of the Essen ce 

One who looks at Western philosophy not 
simply to study its theoretical development, 
but to understand what it may signify as a 
history of the Spirit, finds that it tends to the 
conquest of a new dimension of thought: 
cc pure thought >>. It is a path that through 
Kant, Hegel, Fichte, Schelling, and ltalian 
idealism from Vico to Gentile , frees itself from 
the bonds of . the old logic to express àn es
sential value: the synthetic virtue of thought, 
condition of ali logic. One may say that it 
issues from the domain of the ancìent Plaionic
Aristotelian metaphysic , to operate under a 
new metaphysic , that was begun, but not fi
nished. And it has been as if a lofty under
taking of the spirit had failed. 

Already Kant, although he had stopped at 
the cc a priori synthesis >> . and at the << catego
ries >> in his search for the prime sources of 
knowing, intuited the possibility of a super
sensible perception. Developing the cc Analy
tics of the Sublime >>, he observes : cc That is 
sublime which, for the fact of even being able 
to think of it , attests a faculty of the boul 
superior to any measure of the senses >> C). 
In German idealism, as in that Iialian, which 
has an unmi&takable originality , the need for 
pure thought is continually correlated to 
the complete vision of a pure being in 
which every determination goes tò extinguish 
itself an d there arises the irlea of the v o i d , or 
of << indetermination >>, in which thought itself 
has its source; but not ordinary thought, rather 
the essence-thought , or pure thought, whose 
development can no 'longer be formai logic , 
but the logic of the essen ce. 

While for philosophy the reascending frorn 
conceptual determinatlons, judgements and ca
tegories , to «pure thought>J , or essence-thought 
that already holds every synthesis in itself , 
has been viewed as the possibility of << pure 
reason >> or « concrete logos >>, from the point 
of view of the history of the spirit, on the 
other hand , it signifies that to which the pro
cess of western philosophy effectively tended. 
Comparison with an analogous possibility that 
has been realized by the East, if in another 
form , may illuminate the sense of ihat which 
is stili thought ' s most elevated possibility at 
à time when philosophy faces the danger of 
fa]ling back not onìy into a « realistic » logic 
but into the stili more abstract form of the 
cc logic of discourse >> , or symbolical logic: 
this is not only the crisis of philosohy, but 
that of human thought itself in the universal 
sense, of that which , despite its scientific ap
prenticeship, is continually hecoming wrbal 
and rhetorically systematic formalism . which 
seizes only the weight , measure an cl mo\- ment 
of experience , and tends to reflu ce the univ r e 
to those terms ( 2) . 

Taking as touchstone the n otion of the wid 
given in the form of images by Taoi m , but 
also as a doctrine articulated in p ure intel
lectual form by Mahayanic Buddhism , one 
might not only ohse rve tba t metaph ysical value 
to which the process of Western thought really 
tended , but unfl erstanfl as well that from which 
the conscience of a ma n of the present civili
zation would haYe to free itself, did it intend 
to rediscover that state of purity , or of es
sential relationship with being, suggested for 
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example by E. Husserl in his << phenomeno~ 

logy J> and prospected in terms of a precise 
asceticism by J. Krishnamurti, and lastly by 
E. Jiinger. 

That which European phiim;ophy effectively 
wished to be must be understood. Let us look, 
for exampie, at the « pure being >> of Hegel: 
an Italian thinker, Bertrando Spaventa, may 
be listed among the very few who have grasped 
its meaning. After having observed how the 
search for the cc truiy existing being >> aiready 
present in the image of the congressus in Pro
tagoras, beeomes the exigence of the re essen
tiai >> knowiedge in Trendelenburg, Herbart, 
Kant, Rosmini, he expresserl himself in this 
way: « Hegel believes that une must go even 
further back, even dee per , t o the originai 
truth, to that which presupposes nothing 
hehind or heiow itself, and which is presnp
posed by everything , and which movement , 
being synthesis, presupposes: lo the ahsoiute 
mininw.m , to that which. when removed , 
Ieaves nothing hehind, everything fallen, ex
eept - and this is the necessity of thinking -
that which has taken i t all away >> ("). 

In effet, the entire Wissenschaft der Logik 
of Hegei may be summed up in a single idea: 
that the rising thought, the thonght stili un
determined in concepts , or p n re t h o n g h t , 
presupposes the v o id. Logic is not Hegei's 
point of arrivai, as has been too commoniy 
thought, but that which it presupposes. One 
may recall, as an example, the theme of being 
as « the undetermined immediate>> : cc Be i n g, 
pure being, without any other determina
tion . In its undetermined immediacy, it is 
similar only to itself and yet not dissimilar 
hefore another; it has no diversity either in 
itself or externally. With some determination 
or content, different in itself, or through which 
i t w ere put as different from another, heing 
wouid no t be fixed in its purity. It is the pure 
indetermination and the pure void>> ('). Iden
tica! is the indetermination of the n o t h i n g : 
«N othing, pure nothing. It is a simple 
resemblance to itself, complete emptiness, 
absence of determination and of content: in
distinction in itself >>. Thus "he may arri ve at 
the affirmation that interests us as regards the 
theme w e ha ve discussed : « Thus n o t h i n g 
is the same indetermination or, better stili, 
ahsence of determination, and yet in generai 
Lhe same as pure being !> ("). 

Retracing the thread of Western philosophy, 
and that of mystical literature, one might find 
the same idea of the void in' diverse expres-
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sions. For example , the àphele pànta of Plo
tinus or the vacare Deo of Saint Bernard: one 
recalls the << do not think of anything anrl not 
even of God » of Saint Bonaventura [Non i.bi 
oportet cogitare res de creaturis, nec de Ange
lis, nec de Trinitate (")] : just to hint at ex
periences that are distinct , but analogous as 
regards the need for an re emptying >> of the 
soul. W e have no intention of dwelling on me
taphysical analogies hetween East anrl West, 
already sufficiently treated. [See the compa
rative study by Swami Siddheswarananda on 
The Dark Night of Saint John of the Cross 
and the Astamgayoga of Patafijali ( ')] ; w e are 
more interested, for the aims of the present 
article, in distinguishing the precise form in 
which, from the XI to the Xli to the Xlll 
eenturies A.D. , an experienee of this type was 
re-proposerl by the Sehool of Chartres through 
the arlmirable teaching of Peter of Compo-. 
stella and of grandiose figures such as Ber
nardus of Chartres, Alanus ab Insulis , Ber
nardus Sylvestris and John Salisbury, whose 
metaphysical level was followed in ltaly by 
that luminous thinker-ascetic that was Gioac
chino da Fiore. They found their visi o n of 
<( living nature >! on the interior perception 
of the empty essence of being. The void is r-een 
by the Masters of Chartres as the « superce
lestial >>. Alanus ab Insulis, taking up the mo
tive of the Superessentialis Usia by Eriugena, 
expresses himself in this way in the Regula Il: 
In supercaelesti unitas, in caelcsti alteritas, in 
.mbcaelesti pluralitas. The authentic foree of 
the Schooi of Chartres is in effeci Alanus of 
Lille, doctor universalis, whose strength eon
sists in expressing ancient wisdom in a new 
form; this is not only Platonism, hut mysterie 
doctrine of pre-Platonic origin , to which, how
ever, the doctrine of the incarnateci Logos 
and Aristotelian dialectic evidently give new 
force C). 

An image whose contemplation helps the 
rlisciple to gradually transfer the center of 
himself to being independent from the body , 
is given to the disciples of Chartres in the fol
lowing expression: « the Quiet of the Hierar
chies !>. The Hierarchies operate in the various 
grades of J;Ilanifestation, starting from a foun
dation that is the Absolute; they themselves, 
in their very being, are the Absolute, not inas
much as they are identica! to it, Lut inasmueh 
as they express it without mediation, as a con
tinuai principle actuated in relation to their 
function. In this sense, their action has the 
character of absolute security: they repose in 



the depths of themselves, joined tu the foun
da tion. But this action itself , their flowing 
as a metaphysical foree uf the heing, a r ises 
from an endless quietude , unknown to man. 

Meditation is a way of gathering the «SenseJ> 
of the « profound yuiet >>, permanent in the 
tiss ue uf the action of these heings whu snpport 
the motion of the stars . ln expressing them
sf'lv es , in substance, they express their prin
r~ iple , which is the Absolute . Thus their mo
vement comes from the profound quiet: it is 
unalterability in creation , instantaneousness in 
act and at the Fame time tr an scendent immo
hility : secret re pose in the essen ce . O ne should 
imagine the bursting forth of the thunderhult 
a !:i a manifestation of this immobility. 

The image call s forth in the mediator th e 
pure life of the wilL active beyond the con
seience in the sphere of the eonscience, nol 
willed , hut indirectly evoked . The essenee of 
wi.ll i ~ identieal to that basilary to the (( Qniet 
of the Hierarchies >> : power of immobility that 
motivates every process to which it does nol al
ter itself. There is possible, in fact , a transeen
dent identification which is to beone with 
th e being that one knows , remaining unalte
rated and identica! to oneself, and there is an 
inferior identification which is to unify oneself 
wi th an obscure becoming in which one loses 
awareness of the begi.Qning and alter s one's 
own nature . This last is the case of human 
experience in corporea! form ; the interior 
forces are absorbed by physical life , so that 
man may look out at the exterior world , but 
this absorption is lost by the conscience , a for
getfulness, up to a certain limit, that is the 
appearance of the individuai conscience . 

lf one thinks of man , therefore, his contra
diction is recognizable in the absence of a 
foundation , in that he appears based dyna
mically o n the physical being; this is no t the 
foundation , but the reflection of the spiritual 
in the corporeal. lt is the illusory foundation 
that diminishes whenever one truly seeks , led 
on by meditation or sorrow. The illusory must 
dwindle, so that the true may be discovered . 

When the illusory foundation may be aban
doned , even for short moments ~ while for 
essential meditation or for the overcoming of 
sorrow , in some way a transparent form of the 
will , a kind of ìncorporeal courage , arises ~ 
then one begins to sense another foundation, 
the originai one . And one knows that it must 
b e wished for; one draws from it the flow of 
pure will , decision that must continually renew 
itself in order t o be true . In reality , o ne ha d 

never been cut uff from it , hut rather had lost 
awareness of it. The reconquest of thiro; i"" the 
act of willing . 

The quiet of the foundation is give n when
ever it is absolutely desired above every dissi
pation of the e go, and then every time it is 

. newly sought, recognized , actuated , not for 
itself, but as the inalienahle climate fo r know
ledge . To think that it may be a goal in itself , 
sought in order to b e << felt JJ or enjoyerl -
this ca n never be - is a mistake. lt is the 
immovable base , instigator of all movement. 
To join oneself to it , to touch its immobility 
wh ich is not immobility conceivable to thought 
conditioned by the senses , is th e poi:ìsibility of 
aetion that is strenuous and impetuous, even 
if caJm , decided even as to the roots of life , 
sueh as to assume the radica! condition of 
li ving. or of that proee~s for whieh fl eath i!:i 
i nev itable . 

T he fo undation that is the << Quiet. of tlu~ 
Hierarchies » is, for the di l:lciple of Cha r lres, 
will in its essence . But it is the moment of 
fiberty that one ac tuates , in that one eeases to 
be conditioned by the fo undation furnished by 
nature: a moment analogo us to that in which , 
in the Buddhist m etaph ysic , the Bodhisattva 
ri ses to << another piane l> . thanks t o the << re
volntion of th e support )) , iisraya parii.vrt ti ("). 
With the support which is n ecessity , condi
tion , taken away, the foundation arises; hut 
it is clear that , while for the Hierarchy to 
operate according tu the foundation is ~ponta
n'eity , for m an it can only be auto-determina" 
tion opposed to his own existence and wilful 
resolution of the << modes l> of his own being 
C0

). Man must do something beyond that 
which he is, summoning to himself a more 
powerful will than that which ties him to the 
form of his existence, that is , to the necessity 
of the life for which death is inevitable. 
Which has different ways of presenting itself 
even during life. 

But the contemplation of the << Quiet of the 
Hierarchies >> solicits the foundation , in sub
stance , and therefore the repose in th.~ fonn
dation , not because it has the power to actuate 
that which is contemplated as a possibility , 
but b ecause the supersensible character of its 
content, meditatively perceived , gives for a 
moment independence from the support . The 
r e alization of the << grad e >> must be distin
guished from the co nt emplat io n of it, 
which , as a superior moment of thought , gives 
a sense of independence from the support , an 
independence that is certainly not fo r the 
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« ego 11 hut for the extinction of the ego and 
its whims. lt is the initial experience of the 
void. We have precise and convincing images 
of its nature in those forms of the Tradition 
that reflect the need for the « void >> as for an 
element of resolution or revolution , as for a 
beginning of renewal , requested by the condi
tions of the .kaliyuga: images that are undoub
tedly useful for understanding the meaning of . 
the voi d, but that for the acfual experimenter 
may simply be motives of meditation during 
the research; they cannot constitute the 
<wbject >> of the research itself. To act as if 
they were the objects of the research would be 
to · fall once again into a « metaphysical rea
lism )) and prevent oneself from actuating their 
final sense; this would be an error of thought , 
or 1ack of knowledge of the ideative process 
capable of ideating the void: a process , 
therefore, that is not the void, but , in heing 
awareness of it , the true beginning for the ex
perience of the void. 

One must say that the act of the thought
freed-from- the-senses is possible in t ha t the 
essential void of the sou] may already in some 
way be solicited behind the sereen of the con
scienee . And it is the spirit . The po:ssibiliiy 
of extinguishing the thought-free-from-th~
senses itself could be the first conscious expe
rience of the voi d. 

* * * 
When one speaks of the metaphysical foun

dation, of the foundation whence arises the 
<< Qui et of the Hierarchies >>, substantially o ne 
always wishes to allude to an essence in which 
the reality of the world begins: that conceiv
able only on condition that it extinguish ex
terior form and its space, both the time that 
is necessary for its becoming in sensibie expe
rience , and the very perception of the sen 
sible , and again the world of impulses and sen
timents, and finally the thoughts, that bave 
worked towards that extinetion. Extinction 
that may be known through pure thought , 
when it still may not be possibie to realize 
it as a superior grade of the conseience , that 
which is achieved by virtue of lnitiation or of 
the cessation of physical ]ife. 

But the << void >> is a similar essence , to 
which the traditional texts allude with images 
technically precise and rich in poetic content, 
that have the power to cali forth in the mind 
of the meditator an authentic orientation , ort 
condition that he be fully capabie of under
standing that some attributes of those images 
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are not the beginning of the << void >> hut a 
moment of « pure thought >l , or of thought 
nnchained for a moment thanks to the medi
tative eontent, and that therefore the opera
tion should b e continued in that imaginative 
interior motion, or living thought. 

According to the Kuliirnava-tantra, the void 
is more than a « non-being >>. U nsubstantiai 
and informai , it is the cause of every form; 
metaphysicai foundation of the being, sunya 
is of an adamantine essence , therefore it is 
called vajra. The iitman-brahman equivalence 
of the Upani~ads r eflowers as the vision of 
tbe identity of the individuai principle with 
the cosmic principle , in the essentiai state of 
the void that , besides, recalls the Brahman of 
the Vedanta as transcendent unity of the being. 
Since the void is the essence of nature ami 
of beings , the L·ajrayii11a implies the possibi
lity of a flashing experience , annihilator of 
the illusory forms through which nature binds 
the interior man, who can liberate himself just 
because of the absoiute and unbinding expe
rience of that which binds him. 

The way of Tantrie Yoga , which involves a 
liberation not evasive from the world but fui
filling itself in the very tissue of existence, 
there where originai power assumes the garb 
of appearance, represents a << new » and in 
some ways anti-traditional direction in the vast 
pietore of the esoteric currents , of intellectual , 
mystical, or pragmatic , or at Ieast soterioio
gical , type , of Hinduism. Zen will present 
varìous resembiances to that way , in its pos
sibility of evoking the presence of the originai 
principle in the various forms of acting : the 
non-acting proper to the void in that apparent 
action that the world requires. But i t is im
portant to observe how such possibiiities of 
rediscovering within traditions and systems a 
dynamic relàtionship to the world , appear in 
the era that marks the end of the ancient 
world, in the era in which something seems 
changed in the « aura >> of the earth. lt is the 
dawn of individualistic experience, whose 
forms were to be varied : that naturaiistic and 
physical , that rationalistic and phiiosophical , 
and that esoteric . In the Orient , Mabayanic 
Buddhism, Tantrism, Zen, Vedanta and, in 
more recent times , the « way » of Ramakrishna 
which will then pass through the « modern >> 

experience of Vivekananda and will be crown
ed by the organic and luminous wor.k of Shrl 
Aurobindo - certainiy not tied to tradition 
- may be regarded as the expression of an 
eternai principle that is reborn with new mean-



ing in a · world whose metaphysical splenflor 
is consumerl; and this meaning i.8 the forma
tion of self-consciousness , not yet as <( syn
thesis » but as comtruction of the terms from 
which it will take form . Equaliy in the Oc
cident , the way of the Grail, the School of 
Chartres, the vocation of the << Fedeli d ' Amo
re » (Faithful to Love) , the mission of the 
T emplars , the hermetic- alchemistic way , com
bined with the evolution of thought comerg
ing o n the philosophy of the << I >>, cooperate 
in the interior formation of the human type 
that will affront the materialistic experience. 
This formation , operating metaphysical1y 
through the superior centres of the cont-lcience, 
prepares the inteliectual instrument of liherty. 
A possible liberty , possible as either affirma
Lion or abneg!ltion of the self; however , po!'iti
ve possibility of an interior type that alreacly 
holds in itself, in the form of principles of 
self-consciousness, those results that are the 
object of Zen, Vajrayana and Tantrism. The 
notion of reincarnation and of karma should 
be able to suggest to the investigator the idea 
through which one may conceive of the re
appearance of the initiatic theme in an ulterior 
human type , according to the level reached , 
and as the capacity for a more radical earthly 
experience , pertinent to the conclusive mean
ing of the kaliyuga. 

In effect, in the epoch of the originai << re
velations >> - which were later to be r e:flected 
in the sruti - man stili did not perceive the 
« I »; his relationship to the sensi h le was su
scitated by transcendental powers and, in suc
eessive epochs, by guides or ascetics , thus by 
a way of teaching wherein the originai eom
munion with the supersensible , by then en
trusted to the memory , smrti, wili be .expressed 
by means of texts which man will have 1 to 
study, recite an d meditate. Substantially , the 
<< I >J takes increasingly onto itself the rela
tionship with being, with the world , origin
ally entrusted to God and to « masters >J; it is 
individuai conscience , for whose birth the ef
forts of ali schools and ali currents wili co 
operate , until the event of self-consciousness 
in the West. Thus one who contemplates in 
a larger sense might see the preparation of 
modern individuality not only as a process 
that begins with Greek philosophy, but that 
is elaborated at the same time in Asia, ancl 
particularly with India n speculation . 

The researcher may notice , in the spiritual 
history of the East during the Christian era, 
a nnified senseof the various metaphysical and 

religious currents. above ali in Buddhil'im , 
from the tìine when the great Nagarjtina , start
ing from the pratityasamutpiida, dissolves the 
world of sensible appearances in the << void >J 

that is equaliy beyond being and non
being ( ]) ) , but at the same time puts thought 
as a function of liberation from the conceptual 
activity in which i t is ordinarily determiued. 
In reality , nothing of originai Buddhism is 
denied; rather, one may say that it is articu
lated in forms of knowledge possible precisely 
because of the presence of a new tmpulse that 
is · the volitive way to self-consciousness, cer
tainly recogni zable even when the great dia
lectical dispute hetween Buddhism and the 
principal schools of Hinduism takes piace , 
from the VH to the IX century . A controversy 
whose value it wili be of help to ascertain , 
beyond the dialectical forms in which it de
velops: it is the evolution of individuai thought 
in regard to the dominant themes of b e i n g 
and knowing. Even when this thought ar
rives a t forms of negation an d scepticism, it 
stili manifests a force , on whose nature it is 
well to focus our attention, since its interior 
element, which we ha ve mentioned, is new , 
and :flowers both as pure gnoseologica! vocation 
and as metaphysical event fulfilling itself in 
the interiority of some noble figures of the 
Great V ehi cl e : in fa et, Buddha' s revelation is 
inexhaustible in time, with his manifesting 
himself in « paradises or empyreans to which 
the elect mentally ascend in the contemplation 
of ecstasy )) C2

). 

It is evident that this new interior element 
converges on the awareness of the « void >> and 
is then linked to the Third Vehicle , or Ada
mantine Vehicle ; it is the vocation of Vasu
handhu and AsaiJ.ga. According to their bio 
graphy written by Paramartha C3

) , the three 
brothers, AsaiJ.ga , Vasubandhu, Virincivasta , 
helonged initialiy to the Sarvastivadin school , 
which is the « realism )J of the Small Vehicle , 
but this doctrine did not suffice for AsaiJ.ga, 
who elevated himself by virtue of meditation 
to the Tu~ita heaven , where he received from 
the Buddha Maitreya the teaching that he then 
proclaimed in the writings consecrated to the 
doctrine of the « nothing else but conscience >J 

('àjfiaptimiitra). However , linked to the due
trine of the two schools, Madhyamaka , fouml
ed by Nagarjuna , and Yogacara, founded by 
Maitreya-AsaiJ.ga , Tihetan gnostic tradition in
forms us that the two groups of masters cul
tivated secret teachings that successively con
verged (in the VH century, with Indrabnti , 
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magieian-king of Uçlçliyana) in the Vajrayana; 
in faet , both Nagarjuna and Asanga are regu
Jarly cited in the sampradiiya of the various 
texts of the Adamantine V ehicle. Asariga is 
even considered the inspired formulator of the 
Guhyasamaja , which in practice relates the 
unearthly discourse of the Budclha -archetype 
(A-di-Buddha) to the crowd of Bodhisattva, 
reflecting itself then on the earth as teaching 
of the V ajrayana C"). 

At a given moment the cult-followers of 
Tantrism find Brahmanic and Vedic tradition 
as no longer responding to the needs of the 
<< new times >> : man no longer has the imme
diacy of supersensible experience. He must 
be able to << go upstream l) with the spirit C5

) 

through a will that operates at the root of the 
vital functions. Thus the Vajrayana is suh
stantially a further revelation of the wisdom 
of Buddha , which takes into account the di
minshed interior possibilities of man ( '"). T n 
the Kiilachakra-tantra we read that Buddha , 
when King Suchandra asks him what yoga can 
sa ve men from the « dark age )) , reveals that 
the cosmos is by now closed in the body of 
man and can therefore only be rediscovered 
through the interior penetration of the fune
tions of nature . 

These ne~-p-a-th;--s -;h_a_v_e_a7lm_o_s_t_t'h_e_al-:-. r-o7f he-

resy , because they contemplate the ati-dharmic 
possibility, putting forth the theme of an indi
viduai initiative, resting on itself, and there
fore working for the transmutation of the con
tingent aspect of individuality. The task con
sists of descending by virtue of interior inde
pendence into the profundity of corporea} na
ture , assuming and rectifying its forms, which 
are divergences from the « originallight )>; the 
power of the « void J> sustains such a possibi
litrand realizes i t a t the very roots of life. In 
effect, the technique of the Vajrayana has as 
presùpposition the experience of the void; 
since things are void and the << void >> is the 
a-dimensìonal piace of the Spirit, the void 
and the full coincide, Nirvaqa and SaJ!lsiira 
are identica!. But the meaning of this identity 
is the possibility of re-awakening in the lower 
nattlre the more elevated forces involuted as 
instincts an d as passions. Thus Aryadeva in 
the Citta-vishuddi-prakariina says that cc pas
sion renders the world evil; only passion frees 
it )) . Nothing of that which appears as sa'?lsiira 
or as miiyii may stili object to constituting dua
lity; if one descends into the depths of being , 
everything exhausts itself in the void. That 
which ordinarily presents itself as passion or 
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instinct is reborn as superior !ife , even more , 
it is the substance of resurrection because, 
placing itself as limit , it is the limit to extin
guish in every form in which it represents 
itself , even in that spiritual: this is to actuate 
the « void >> in its profundity , which is its 
a-dimensionality . 

Fear, that which is wished or prohibited, 
an d stili limits egoistically, is the diaphragm 
that indicates the distance of the interior life 
from the essen ce that is the v o id. The expe
rience of the void is therefore the same way 
as the « diamond brilliance >J. In the Adva
yavajra we read that « the void, nucleus of ali 
things, like the diamond , ca n neither be 
broken by sword-blows , nor crack nor hurn , 
n or destroy itself )) . 

What the Great Vehicle conceives of as 
meaning of the, void is elarified by Candrak1rti 
in the Prasannapadii. In suhstance, vacuity, 
i'liinyata, is itself a void. « V acuity is the eli
mination of ali the illusions provoked by the 
opwwns. The cessation of these illusions is 
not, to he sure , a rea] entity , standing by 
itself. There is , for us, no way to respond 
to those who believe that vacuity itself is a 
real thing. They will never be able to attain 
liberation, which according to our teaching 
demancls just the elimination of every menta} 
construction. Let us suppose, in fact, that 
someone, upon being asked for a given pro
duct, answers: « I shall not give you any pro
duct )) ; if he w ho is answered thus insists and 
says, « then give me this product called not 
any )) , there is no longer any way of making 
him understand that this product is not at his 
disposition. The same thing happens as re
gards the void. Really, how can this belief 
that even- vacuity is a positive reality be eli-
minateci? >> ( ''). 

* * * 
One definitely tends to the void when one 

tends to the extinction of the « ego )> : one 
empties oneself of the ego. An assumption , 
this in regard to which manv seekers of this 

' ' time seem to be in agreement, and yet are so 
attached to the ego as to be able to introduce 
it as an inevitable and unknowingly limiting 
element in the world of their research, which 
thus is definitively adapted to the subtleties 
of the ego, as is generally evident in the mo
dern and dilettantish interpretations of Y oga, 
Zen or Tantrism , as well as in the orthodox 
« traditionalism )> of R. Guénon and of F. 



Schuon, proposing a « metaphysical know
ledge >> independent of the act of knowing 
called however for that knowledge, whicb is 
our thinking, actual , outside of which no ex
perience, neither physical nor metaphysical , is 
possible. 

One w ho wished to ha ve an idea of the voi d , 
might start from the representation of the void 
of the physical, then imagine that this is re
moved down to a << negative space >>, which 
is then itself taken away. One would then 
arrive at the idea of a spiritual space, annihi
lator of space and time , yet radica} condition 
of every being existent in space an d time. H ere 
the voi d is no t only essen ce, but the esse n c e 
of the essen ce, whence the existent pre
sents itself as its negation, naturally illusory , 
which it does not suffice to eliminate as a 
s patial image , that is, as cc representation », 
but which must be extinguished, by means of 
a higher will , even as a temporal image; the 
temporal image being, however , the superior 
synthesis of ali that is the becoming of a being 
i~ space , for example, Goethe's image of the 
U r p /lanze ('8

). 

Taking into account this double grade of 
inversion of originai reality for its appearance 
as exterior reality, o ne can understand the 
sense of the Goethean image << the entire ephe
meral is merely a symbol >>. In every thing, 
in every being, one may observe the double 
overturning of the essence, and recognize in 
its « form >> the symbol of the double negation 
of the void, so that it may be said that the 
void expresses itself in that form , if one is 
capable of contemplating its a -spatial and un
temporal value: which cannot be simply re
presentation but a ho ve all p e r c e p t i o n , or 
supersensible experience, for which the tech
nique of cc pure ohservation >>, or << thought
freed-from-the-senses >>, is preparation. 

The inversion of appearance is certainly not 
a fa c t , lmt an act that stili at first cannot 
fulfill itself as such , directly or immediately. 
The mediation, as we have suggested , is << pure 
thought » which may be considered a fluid 
covering for a void in which the originai spirit 
is present; this thought arises at a given mo
ment as the vision of that which hides or ex
presses itself in the appearance. 

The first form of the void , called. the cc triaJ 
by water » in Western hermetic-alchemistic 
tradition {' 9

) , is that in which one has the pos
sibility of equilibrium when the support of the 
earth is lacking: a possibility whose symbol 
may be found in the image of the fish , which 

balances without supporting itself, is silent , 
has its eyes always open , cold blood and the 
possibility of go i n g t h r o u g h t h e w a t e r s , 
gliding. This image may be confronted with 
that of the cc leap of the carp » in Zen litera
ture. It is the phase in which the disciple takes 
from his own interior activity, or from <t kuow
ledge » , the motives for action, no longer sti
mulated by terrestrial motives. lt is thus pure 
action, emptied of ego. 

The ulterior form of the void is the cc trial 
by air », connected with the possibility of in
dependence of physical breath to the point of 
its extinction : an event that cannot take piace 
through the corporea! organism, even though 
it use it as conclusive support. For the << trial 
by air », the adamantine essence is awake in 
the soul, which tends to make it its transpa
rency. Independence from the terrestrial is 
now the possibility of perception of the interior 
meaning of events and of their solution, in 
the form that, through another way, is pos
sible only by the intense experience of sorrow, 
rendered luminous and changed into the force 
of love. The << t riai by air » is basically pos
sible at the level to which there corresponds 
the transmutation of the obscure wùrlÒ of 
human sorrow, in a radiant capacity for love. 
Now the essence-thought is not support , but 
object of contemplation for the « I >> , which 
has no need of supports; now it is its own 
foundation . 

* * * 

The experience of cc pure thought » is pre
paration for the knowledge of the <c voiò » C0

); 

in fact , the first form of the void takes effect 
when this living thought-process is possessed 
to such a degree that it may be extinguished . 
Whatever brings about a similar possibility is 
a way towards the void . However , meòitation 
on the void. is the preparer of such an expe
rience , the possibility of living its idea so in
tensely , of taking from it an active sense in 
the contemplation of the world and its pro
eesses. This is no t an elimination of its reality, 
but a gathering in of its principle and thus of 
its action; whence comes a relationship of li
herty to it. 

To empty the worlò of un-essence is to re
tliscover essence, hut also manifestation as the 
garment of essence, which is no longer ap
pearance. It is to rediscover the true worlò , 
that which is simultaneously in the jndiviòual 
and beyond his limits~ but it is the same th at 
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says : free the world from the << ego >>. In the 
voi d t ha t may be reached, o ne touches the 
Div~ne, for the Hierarchies operate directly 
in the « voids >> of the being, that is, at the 
roots of existence, each cc void >> being a spi
ritual « fullness >>. In the very self one tou
ches a « void >> when meditation is concentrat
ed on one point, or when a subtle center 
( cakra) is vivified by interior light, or when 
an intense sorrow in the soul is rendered pure 
even to transparency; one has the extinction 
of the egoic-vital element, and there where for 
a moment a process of death of the ego is f'Um
moned, there is kindled in reality a superior 
form of life C'). 

* * * 
Definitively, then , the logic of the essence 

can lead the Westerner to a superior experience 
of thought, and from this the pure idea of 
the << void >> can arise. lf one thinks that the 
whole world appears inasmuch as it has form , 
and that the form of every thing or heing is 
idea, that sensory perception itself is in reality 
a non-sensory conjunction with the world, ami 
finally that space itself is an idea (in fact, 
the physical points of space are perceived, but 
ali relation between one point and another is 
already conceptual and the connection between 
these relationships is ideai, in that it is already 
abstracted from ali physical reference and in 
substance is the third dimension , the first being 
that physical an d the second that conceptual); 
then at a given moment the « void >> may be 
understood · as the essential reality of the 
ali (""). 

Behind ali existence, or rather , in piace of 
ali existence, in piace of ali formai value, 
reality is the cc void >>. An d o ne w ho has 
followed these observations ought not to fear 
that there may be suggested the conception of 
an unreality or inexistence of the world that 
appears; these are supersensible experiences 
of him who perceives the metaphysical basis 
of the world ,and previous to which appear
ance undoubtedly has its value and its truth. 
Just through appearance, in fact, one can rise 
from the contingent human piane to that 
causai and metaphysical. Rather, the expe
rience that we bave already proposed C3

) is 
the being able to go to meet the perceptions 
of the senses with the supersensihle contents 
made to arise from the very world of the senses 
through pure conceptual activity. A t a certain 
moment, the empty conscience itself may bave 
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the rea l experience of the world, tbe world 
resulting unreal precisely when it is halted at 
its appearance and as such assumed, desired, 
organized and transformed into culture. 

From the potency of the void one may feel 
the birth of the world which, as a system of 
appearances, begins to lose its fictitious con
sistency; extinguishing itself in the image of 
the void, it rises up again as value. The true 
cc I )), that for which one seeks so often, shows 
itself through the others in innumerahle ami 
enthraliing ways of being, e a eh true in itself, 
because each is seen connected to its founda
tion, identica! to that where we ourselves are 
now. In presenting ours, we perceive it in tbe 
others. And with the others comes, unsougbt
for, a correlation that cannot be corrupted. 
That others may take away my « mantle >> is 
illusory; let them even take my « tunic )) ; the 
important thing is that I feel that it, as a 
fa c t, is empty, but that as an interior a c t 
i t is tbe true relationsbip to the otber, wbicb 
is definitely tbe bearer of the « I >>. Tbe rela
tionship is that wbich, called forth in such a 
way, can operate o n i t from its foundation an d 
transform its consciousness. 

One advances towards zero, because ali tbe 
charges of the impulses and sentiments con
nected with that which appeared, slowly calm 
down and tend to vanisb. Effectively they do 
not vanisb; tbis is a stili-distant possibility, 
pertaining not to tbe idea of the void, to 
wbicb we bave hitberto referred, but to some
tbing more, to the actuation of tbe void as a 
state of consciousness, resolutive of tbe interior 
constitution of tbe disciple, whose possibility 
of knowing now starts from a base radically 
different from the ordinary o ne, whence h e 
is in reality dvija, cc horn two times >>. But 
the living idea of the cc void » is already a force 
functioning in tbe sense of a penetration of 
the essence, or of the void, of things and of 
an extinction of appearances C4

). 

The disciple can operate meditati~ely on tbe 
animation of sucb an idea, drawing from it a 
power of incessant liberation from tbe decep
tion of daily « facts >> and from the siege of 
other states of mind, ali the more stringent 
inasmucb as bis interior work may be an ef
fective a id for others. 

A similar liheration from « facts >> is not a 
renunciation of ohjective perception of the 
sensihle, but an integration of its process into 
consciousness, wbether witb interior motives 
already called up in meditation, or witb an 
empty vision of being , which responds to its 



negative value, orto the value that is posi
tive from the point of view of supersensible 
reality. As can be se e n , the theme of the 
overthrow or inversion of the vision returns : 
not, let it be understood , an overthrow of a 
arealistic)) type, or a rhetorical image of over
.throw relative to the noted phenomenology of 
opposites - <<contrary couples>> - but a back
wards assumption of the extro-versa noesis in 
ordinary ontological vision. Then one can un
derstand acting as non-acting, movement 
as immobility and the inexistence of movement 
in spaee; one sees in fact that which is moved 
in space, not that which moves it , which is 
never linked to space; through this one un
derstands that true movement is the interior 
act that is therefore the active power of an 
intimate immobility , arising from every move
ment. 

And this may be premise of a psychology of 
the future , to which the psyche may not b e 
extraneous. The power of the « void >> is pre
sent in the idea of the « voi d >> , if i t may be 
realized through p u re t h o u g h t ; through 
its virtue one inay look at the scenery of the 
being, intuiting its internai value, independent 
of that through which human fancies , inclina
tions and evaluations awaken. Every thing , 
every being, every event, is in itself void. Its 
appearance is the limit , that is an ideai limit, 
heyond which the void is rediscovered in which 
the true being of the thing arises to conceal 
itself in every instant of manifestation. Truth 
is therefore the voi d , from which appear
ance gives access to a profound essentiality , 
annihilator of that impulse of the ego to feed 
its necessity for the fictitious. The world · of 
vanities and rhetorical tensions , relative to the 
human idea of conquest on the physical piane 
- career, glory, wealth - does not awaken 
criticai reactions or repulsions , but is pene
trated by a power of intellection that gathers 
its unsuhstantiality , i. e . its value , which is the 
last sense of the false placing of force in the 
process of extroversion; thus i t is with all 

aspects of pragmatistic presumption. Each 
image of earthly settings is extinguished before 
the ideative power of the void. The v o id makes 
itself thought. But the reality of thought is 
the void; the ways of pure thought, in fact , 
are ways of annihilation of processes of nature. 

Massimo Scali~ero 
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